The chemisorption of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, carbon monoxide and ethylene was studied by low-energy electron diffraction on ordered stepped surfaces of platinum which were cut at angles less than 10° from the (111) face. The chemisorption characteristics of stepped platinum surfaces are markedly different from those of low index platinum surfaces and they are also different from each other. Hydrogen and oxygen which do not chemisorb easily on the (111) and (100) crystal faces chemisorb readily and at relatively low temperatures and pressures on the stepped platinum surfaces used in this study. In contrast to the ordered adsorption of carbon monoxide and ethylene on low index faces, the adsorption of CO was disordered on the stepped surfaces and there is evidence for dissociation * -l<-* On leave of absence from:
I.
-ivof the-molecule. Carbon formed several ordered surface structures and caused faceting on the stepped surface, which are not observed on low .index platinum surfaces. There appears to be a much stronger interaction of chemisorbed gases with stepped surfaces than with low index planes that must be caused by the differing atomic s~ructures at the steps.
Evidence for the differing reactivfties of the two stepped surfaces are also discussed. (100) crystal surfaces of platinum have been the subject of many detailed studies, 1 since platinum is one of the most versatile materials in chemical slirface reactions. The surface structures of adsorbed diatomic molecules (02,H2,co),olefins and aromatic molecules have been studied using these surfaces as substrates.
' 2
The atomic. structure of clean, high index surfaces of a few materials has been investigated only recently, 3 and only one study of chemisorption on high index faces has been reported. 4 The high index surfaces have a surface structure which is characterized by the presence of terraces of constant width linked by steps, usually of monatomic height. The ordered stepped structures exhibit remarkable structural stability to high temperatures even in the presence of surface contaminants and the possible causes of this thermal stability have been discussed elsewhere. 5
Studies of the structure of chemisorbed gas layers on such surfaces are important for several reasons:
l) Chemisorbed layers may have structures on stepped surfaces that are different from those on low index planes. These struc~ures could be intermediates in reactions at surfaces and should thus be identified;
2) Most catalytic surface reactions are performed on very small metal particles which are likely to possess stepped surface structures. 'l'hese -2-studie~ may serve to bridge the gap between studies of surface reactions on low index, single crystals and on very small particles.
Several chcmisorbcd substances were found to have different surface structures from those observedl' 2 on law index platinum surfaces (carbon and hydrogen). For other chemisorbed gases, such as carbon monoxide and ethylene, adsorption was more disordered on the stepped surfaces than on the law index planes. Oxygen adsorbed on the stepped surface, while it could not be detected on the (lll) or (lOO) platinum surfaces.
Thus there are striking differences in the chemisorption behavior of many gases on the stepped surfaces as compared to the low index platinum surfaces.
EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of the stepped surfaces used in this study has been described in the previous paper. voltage relation of the two components of the doublet is determined by the step height. Kinematic analysis of this relationship 5 indicates that the steps on the clean platinum surfaces are_ of monatomic height, while the width of the terraces is dependent on the cutting angle of the crystal.
Thus the average terrace width is six atomic rows for the crystal cut at 9.5° from the ,(ill) face and nine atomic rows for the crystal cut at 6.5° from the (lll) face. Although single crystal surfaces will possess disorder on the scale of l~ (10 4 X), the diffraction patterns suggest that domains of ordered terrace-step structures, which must be of the order of the size of the coherence length of the electron beam (~100 A), exist on the surface.
We consider now the surface structures which have been observed upon the adsorption of various gases on the two stepped platinum surfaces and -4-compare them to those detected on low index (lll) and (100) surfaces of platinum. These surface structures are designated according to the nomenclature given in the previous paper.5
Hydrogen
Heating the Ft(S)-[6(lll)x(l00)] surface in lxl0-6 torr of hydrogen, at 650-8o0°C for five minutes, followed by cooling in the hydrogen atmosphere, resulted in the diffraction patterns shown in Fig. lb-c.
There are, at low voltages (< 100 V), continuous streaks in the direction normal to the steps (Fig. lb) . These streaks suggest a structure which is well-ordered along the steps, but rather disordered on the -5-showed extra 3pots streaked in the direction perpendicular to the steps.
A sharp (2x2) pattern resulted from flashing the crystal to 8o0°C or by longer heating at lower temperatures. Although the extra features disappeared after prolonged heating at 300°C, they reformed on cooling of the crystal to room temperature. In the same way the (2x2) pattern reappeared a~ 25°C after heating in bxygen.
Reaction of the stepped platin1~ crystals with hydrogen appears to cause substantial dissolution of hydrogen in the bulk of the crystal.
Reaction of the hydrogen covered surface with oxygen causes the removal of surface hy~ogen, but the supply of hydrogen from the bulk is only removed after long periods of heat treatment in oxygen.
Low index platinum surfaces interact weakly, if at all, with la hydrogen.
Heating a platinum (100) surface in lxl0-4 torr hydrogen above 1000°C causes the removal of the (5xl) pattern which is characteristic of a clean surface structure,6 and the formation of a (2x2) diffraction pattern. Although this structure is not generated at temperatureslower than 1000°C, it is very stable on~e formed. It is eliminated by heating in oxygen at 500°C. Repo~ts indicate that high temperatures and hydrogen pressures are also necessary for ordered chemisorption on the (111) face of platinum. 1 b
The stepped surfaces thus react witp hydrogen in a manner which is dramatically different from that observed on low index platinum crystals.
It seems likely that dissociation of the hydrogen molecules is the rate determining step in both the formation of surface structure and in the dissolution of hydrogen into the platinum lattice. It also appears that Indications of an ordered adsorption on the terrace planes suggest that it is more likeiy that diffraction is by forward scattering from hydrogen atoms, since adsorption is not expected to rearrange the terrace planes.
A dual mechanism, in which adsorption rearranges the steps, while not moving platinum atoms in the terraces cannot, however, be ruled out.
Recent advances in the interpretation of LEED intensities suggest that this problem m~ soon be capable of solution. If the clean Ft(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] crystal was heated at 600-8o0°C in lxlo-s torr of ethylene a. new surface structure was observed (Fig. 3c) .
The new unit cell is The lack of ordering on the stepped surfaces may be due to partial dissociation of the carbon monoxide at the stepped surface. It has a1ready been noted that the stepped surfaces appear to readily dissociate molecular hydrogen, which has a bond energy of 104 kcal/mole; the carbon oxygen bond energy, however, is 256 kcal/mole. There is evidence, 6 that the electron beam is active in splitting the carbon-oxygen bond and this influence may also be important here. Flashing the stepped surfaces results in carbon monoxide desorption at about 200°C, the same temperature \.
-12-at which desorption is observed on the (111) platinum face. A:fter flashing, however, carbon remains on the surface an detected by Auger electron spectroscopy, suggesting carbon monoxide dissociation at the steps on the crystal surface.
The differences between the behavior of stepped and low index surfaces during the chemisorption of carbon monoxide are again striking.
Here, in contrast to hydrogen, interaction with the stepped surface yields disordered adsorption, whereas_the low index surfaces both yield ordered adsorption. Failure to observe ordered structure on the stepped surfaces may be due to the very low domain size, or alternatively may be due to the partial dissociation of CO on account of the strong interactions at the atomic steps. The diffraction patterns observed from carbon monoxide on flat surfaces are not highly ordered so that disordered adsorption on the rather narrow terraces of the stepped surfaces may be expected.
Coadsorption of Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen
New surface structures were observed when carbon monoxide was allowed to interact with the previously hydrogenated surfaces, generated as , (Fig. 4) . The presence of this adsorbed carbon monoxide layer prevented the removal of the hydrogen structure by oxygen, which othenvise took place rather rapidly (see Sec. In the case of ethylene, as with carbon monoxide, adsorption on the stepped surfaces appears to be more disordered than on the low index planes. In the case of ethylene, however, it is clear that substantial dissociation takes place on both types of surfaces. The ability of } stepped surfaces to form high temperature carbon structures has been noted above (Sec. 3-3) and it is interesting that the carbon structure, which was formed by adsorption at room temperature followed by heating to 700°C, was not observed when the clean surface was exposed to ethylene at that temperature. The reactions of platinum surfaces with carbon containing compounds are very important from the catalytic standpoint and present results suggest that the interaction is complex.
Oxygen
Exposure of the Ft(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] 'surface to 3xl0-8 torr of
oxygen at room temperature resulted in the appearance of weak, continuous streaks normal to the direction of the steps after about thirty seconds. The oxygen structure, shown in Fig. 7a indicates that adsorption occurs at the steps, with a periodicity twice that of the platinum ~toms in the step, and the structUre is therefore designated Ft(S)-[6(11l)x(lOO)]-2(ld)-O. The structure is of low stability, being removed by exposure to residual gases, mainly carbon monoxide, in about ten minutes. that the chemisorbed state on platinum will be atomic rather than molecular.
The observation of what may be a platinum oxide is also of interest as these oxides are known to be of rather low thermodynamic stability.
Hitherto only stable oxides, such as those of nickel 12 and copper In contrast with the ordered adsorption on low index faces, the adsorption of carbon monoxide on the stepped surfaces was disordered and this may be explicable in terms of dissociation of the molecule at the step on the surface. Ethylene, as was expected, dissociated on both surfaces on heating, forming ho ordered structures at room temperature on the surface with (111) steps and a poorly ordered (2x2) structure on the surface with (100) steps. Heating the latter surface caused the appearance of an ordered structure which is attributable to carbon.
Carbon which diffused to the surface from the bulk of the crystal or was deposited by heating to high temperatures in the presence of hydrocarbons also formed several ordered structures on the (100) stepped surface which are not observed on low index platinum..:sui'faces.
There is therefore evidence for a much stronger interaction of chemisorbed gases with the stepped platinum surfaces than with low index planes of platinum. A molecule adsorbed at the step has a greater number of nearest neighbor metal atoms compared to a molecule at a flat surface and therefore there is an increased availability of metal atom orbitals at the stepped surface for adsorption.and reaction.
The marked difference between the chemistry of stepped and low index surfaces also explains the discrepancy in the results reported by different workers: different surface structures of adsorbed gases, existence or lack of adsorption, evidence or absence of dissociation. Low index surfaces with small concentrations of atomic steps, which may not even be ordered, would show such differences.
Comparing the two stepped surfaces used in this investigation, it appears that the surface with (111) steps dissociates hydrogen more easily (room temperature adsorption) than the surface with (100) steps.
The interaction of oxygen with the surface containing (111) steps (above 600°C) is strong enough to produce a rearrangement to steps of double height, while there is evidence of platinum oxide formation only at steps of (100) orientation. Carbon generates several ordered structures at high temperatures on the surface containing (100) steps prior to the formation bf a graphitic layer, while it yields directly the graphitic layer on the surface with (lll) steps. smaller width indicates a disordering of the steps or a step reconstruction which yields a new step periodicity, respectively. In should be noted that steps of (111) orientation show a stronger tendency to a rearrangement into steps, of multiple height than steps of (100) orientation do.
The atomic structure of small Ft particles dispersed on alumina or silica carriers is likely to be similar to the atomic structures of stepped surfaces. Thus, the chemistry of stepped surfaces should shed light on the chemistry of poly-dispersed metal systems which are catalysts for many surface chemical reactions. . }
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